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Gregory Ariail

Mountains I’ll Never
Reach

W

eird things happen in the mountains. There is so much variety
of landscape and perspective that perception gets confused. Water

flows uphill, snow falls from the ground, cliffs rise subterraneously, the Milky

Way sparkles inside granite, and the moon sets at dusk. Never in moments
of clarity do mountains move me, only during sudden accidents and
aberrations. These “spots of time” or imaginatively-charged places are not
revelatory, necessarily, merely full of a strange emotion I’ve grown addicted
to over the years. I don’t learn anything from this emotion. It doesn’t alter my
religious stance or contain the transformative spiritual potency experienced
by mystics in their alpine visions, although it is certainly aligned, in a secular
way, with this tradition.
Mountains are not my churches or altars, as they were for John
Muir. They are not symbols of the eternal, the infinite, or the Romantic
sublime. The mountains I love are not the ones I experience directly, that
abuse my ankles and knees, whose rocks cut and bruise, and whose resident
insects—especially in Maine—lance into and scoop out skin. Every time I
climb a mountain or hike across a mountain range I swear I’ll never do it
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again.
What keeps me coming back to mountains across great distances
is a different caliber of experience: déjà vu, moments when geographies blur,
when a space or place feels extraterrestrial, when a passage from a novel or
a scene from a film invades the landscape before my eyes. I’ve come to the
conclusion, and have reconciled myself with it, that I don’t love the thing
itself, those masses of uplifted rock, but something beyond them, both
less and more. Shunryū Suzuki, in his Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind, quotes
a famous Chinese poem: “I went and I returned. It was nothing special.
Rozan famous for its misty mountains; Sekko for its water.” Part of me
agrees with this proverb wholeheartedly, especially when I’m in some high
country and the weather has turned miserable or dangerous. Mountains
are mountains. Why am I wasting my days in these endless labyrinths of
wood and stone? They are nearly interchangeable from state to state, from
continent to continent, with only slight variations (to the amateur eye) in
geological and ecological detail, which sometimes thrill me and at others
leave me cold.
But then there are those strange moments I always tend to
underline or asterisk in books and that return to me when the conditions
are just right and landscape overlaps with memory and imagination: the
passage, say, in Wordsworth’s 1799 Prelude, when a cliff uprears its head
and strides after him; in Hawthorne’s “The Great Carbuncle,” when two
lovers climb so high into the White Mountains that a character mourns
the loss of the earth, which she fears they’ll never reach again; or Jacopo
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da Valenza’s 1509 St. Jerome in the Wilderness, a painting that presents a
topographically impossible mountain, a conglomerate of staircase, village,
sheer cliffs, and plains curving high above water-blue hills. When I suddenly
feel transported to another world—the world of a book, a film, a painting,
a composite image of a lunar or planetary mountain-scape snapped by
NASA—that’s when mountains, transmuted into a collage of associations,
become necessary to me.

• • •

Maxwell Montes, a basaltic mega mountain soaring seven miles above
Venus’ mean radius, is thought to be blanketed by metallic snow, fine cold
rainbow particles of bismuth sulfide and pyrite. Once, on a butte in the
Grand Tetons, some friends and I came upon a block of snow, resting on
the slope like a sleeping elephant; within the snow were red and violet stains
of algae, along with blue spruce cones leaking crystalline sap that glowed
golden as the sun set. I wouldn’t have found this moment as memorable
or beautiful if I hadn’t thought of that prismatic snow on Venus’s highest
mountain, and forgot my friends for a moment, imagining I was on the
second planet. In my mind’s eye the two landscapes wobbled and fused like
two drops of water.
I’ve always enjoyed representations of mountains as arenas for
punishment and purgation because, as reprehensible as these actions are,
they invite a procession of weirdnesses and surreal images, as in the allegorical
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paintings by Hieronymus Bosch. A 12th century monk, Tnugdal, envisions
sinners punished in places of uncommon dimensions: deep gorges and a
high mountain. This is a common medieval trope, and demons frequently
toss lost souls into fiery fissures in distorted crags in paintings by fourteenth
century artists such as Giotto and Buffalmacco.
Dante’s broken mountain chain in Inferno, the Malebolge, is even
weirder than the common fourteenth-century fare and charged with dark
visions; the name itself literally means evil pouches, sacks, or bellies, and the
mountains’ concentric valleys intertwine the sinners like intestines, where
they boil in tar pits and are speared and flayed by demons if they come up
for air. Not long ago, while walking through an alpine bog in the White
Mountains, I mistook a gnarled stump, the remains of a white pine struck
by lightning, most likely, for a medieval peasant’s hat. And the thought of
one of Dante’s sinners, vegetating under the mud with only a hat above the
surface, reminded me of the Malebolge, instantly curing my boredom and
fatigue.

• • •

From Verona Rupes, a twelve-mile-high cliff more than twice the height
of Mount Everest on Uranus’ low-gravity moon Miranda, a person can fall
eight minutes before hitting the ground. This landscape, so improbable
and distant it’s nearly imaginary, I like to picture visiting. In this daydream
I imagine myself (with a smile) as the singer Björk, whose persona in
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“Hyperballad” throws little odds and ends off a cliff every morning, listening
to the sounds they make as they fall, following them with her eyes until they
crash against the rocks far below. I’ve spent thousands of hours climbing
mountains, but I doubt more than eight minutes have meant anything to
me. If each luminous moment that wounded me and grafted itself onto
my memory was a trinket, I could throw all of them off Verona Rupes,
watching until they disappeared and became soundless, with plenty of time
to return to my lover before she woke up in the morning.
For me, then, mountains are a product of art—a chance
encounter of the conceptual and the actual. I’ll suffer for months—as
I did on my thru-hike of the Appalachian Trail—for a handful of these
stirring misperceptions and amalgamations. The grime, the scrapes, the
twisted ankles, the chafing, the tendonitis, the poison ivy, the ticks, the
mosquitoes, the vagrant sociopaths, the rain, the lightning, the swamp foot,
the dysentery—I’ll endure it all for a few quick shots to the heart.
I hated mountains as a kid. And yesterday I hated them, too.
But there’s always an accident on the horizon, a particular combination
of geography, weather, and art that will feed my emotional addiction. So
today I’m back to dreaming, knowing full-well the mental, physical, and
financial costs, of an expedition to Denali, the third most topographically
prominent mountain on earth. There, next autumn, the tundra will turn
rusty, the wolves will howl, and the aurora borealis will wave green banners.
I’ll arrive before the first big snowfall, but will shiver through flurries and
icy gusts. I’ll be alone or with a friend who is, bless them, already annoying
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me. I’ll search for something in Denali that probably isn’t there; and even if
it is, the apparition will, in a flash, vanish.
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